STANDARD PLAYER DECLARATION (Rule 4(a))

NAME, CLUB AND LEAGUE
This Declaration is made by: ................................................................. (‘the Player’)
Of: ......................................................................................... Football Club (‘the Club’)
An affiliated club of the: .......................................................... Football League (‘the League’)
Affiliated with: ........................................................................ (‘State Football Body’)

VALIDITY PERIOD
Valid until: .../. .../....

PLAYER PAYMENTS
For Home and Away matches (strike through where not applicable)
Per senior match won: $ ............... Per senior match lost or drawn: $ ............... 
Per non-senior match won: $ ............... Per non-senior match lost or drawn: $ ............... 
Incentives: $ ............... for ...........................................................
Deductions from match pay:
Annual subs: $ ............... Detail: ...........................................................
Social functions: $ ............... Detail: ...........................................................
Club property: $ ............... Detail: ...........................................................
Other: $ ............... Detail: ...........................................................
Coaching (if applicable): $ ............... for ...........................................................
Other payments: $ ............... for ...........................................................

DATE FOR PAYMENT
☐ Weekly  ☐ Monthly  ☐ Other (describe): ...........................................................

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS (strike through where not applicable)
☐ I volunteer in the football and other Club activities as a hobby or pastime.
☐ Any services I provide to the Club are provided as a hobby or pastime.
☐ I do not rely on the above payments (if applicable) for my regular personal income.
☐ I have (if applicable) submitted a ‘statement by a supplier’ to the Club (available at https://www.ato.gov.au/forms/statement-by-a-supplier-not-quoting-an-abn/)
(Note: It is the responsibility of the Player to satisfy themselves that the above acknowledgements are true and correct. Players are encouraged to obtain their own tax advice in respect of the payments they receive in connection with AFL football).

By signing this Declaration, Player and Club confirm they will comply with all applicable rules, regulations and policies including the National Player Transfer Regulations, National Deregistration Policy and applicable State Football Body rules.

SIGNED  By the Player: ................................................................. Date: .../. .../....
By parent or legal guardian .......................................................... Date: .../. .../....
(where Player is under 18 years of age)
For the Club: ................................................................. Date: .../. .../....
Position: President | Secretary | Treasurer | Football Manager (delete inapplicable titles)
To assist with allocating the appropriate player points under the Player Points system, Players that are requiring a transfer to this club are required to tick the box if answering yes to the following questions:

In the previous season at the players former club, did the player

- [ ] Finish top 5 at the former clubs Best and Fairest in the Senior Competition
- [ ] Represent the VAFA in their Premier A Representative Team